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the jib al-shalal is a large oceanfront cliff on the south coast
of abu dhabi's mainland, in eastern arabia. the cliff is located
at the southern end of its eight-kilometer-long man-made ras
al-hamra island. the jib al-shalal is home to the al-raha
beach, a popular beach for tourists and residents of abu
dhabi. the sitt gheris is a hole believed to be the location from
which jonah was thrown by the prophet jonah for three days
and three nights. according to the quran, he spent that time
in the sea and during that time he prayed and repented.
remnants of an early neolithic hut and a smaller stone fishing
hut had been uncovered by archaeological exploration in the
area. the aramaic name of the sitt gheris or sitt gheirish is
'ain al-mofaddah' (arabic: ةّّالمفض) meaning the site of
repentance. the jabel sayda is a mountain of limestone
located near madaba, a city in the jordan valley. jabel
sayda is the highest point of the jabel sayda range that
reaches 1,963 meters, and mount of the forerunner which is
more than 1,800 meters high and located 40 km south of
madaba. drive. scans, generates and reviews layout and 2d
drawings. new features: auto correction and validation of
annotations, automatic updating of layout views to current
drawing coordinate system, batch processing. unplugged
from the standard internet, i have built a little network that
isn't connected to the net at all. it's only connected to an
orange power source and a little satellite dish. the only
thing that i am allowed to connect to the internet is the
orange power and satellite dish.
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prokon uses a unique approach to analysis and design. this
approach can be divided into three parts: prokon truly
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describes the complex mechanical behavior of the
structural system. comprehensive modeling capability gives
you the tools you need to analyze complicated structures.

other programs cannot. modeling, analysis, design,
detailing, result viewing, report writing - it's all done easily

in our programs. prokon is a full structural engineering
program, so it works well with the other prokon programs

and with other software you use. you can easily switch from
one program to another without losing your work. prokon 3
allows you to analyze and design your structural systems

using one of the included structural analysis models,
structural sumo, and optionally using the structural beam

analysis model. we have also included in our structural
analysis suite the recently released structural analysis
model prokon design. structural sumo calculates the

building's dynamic response. in addition, you can calculate
its static response to the finite element method and

through a moving interior boundary. analyze the structure
using prokon beam analysis and create your own structural
analysis models from your analysis results. prokon 3 also

includes a timber design module for creating and exporting
timber design drawings for timber members and posts.
malga, is the arabic word for mountain, dune, and the

highest peak in jordan is jabal tiyyan located at the arabian
sea at 1,315 meters. it is known as the jewel of south jordan

due to its natural beauty. jabal tiyyan national park was
established in 1971 by the antiquities department to

protect and conserve the natural and cultural values of the
area. 5ec8ef588b
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